Medical education has been undergoing changes with the replacement of the traditional model for innovative education. The teacher, whose role used to be the specialist on the subject, is now a mediator/facilitator of the student’s knowledge, who in turn need to have a more active approach then being mere observers.

In view of these changes, it is important that the whole process, including the assessment in relation to the faculty, is reviewed and be adequate. This assessment must be able to demonstrate the perception of students and check globally the positive and negative aspects students encounter in education. These ratings allow fundamental knowledge for future planning and institutional actions.

There several assessment tools available. For the assessment of the paediatrics course, targeted at students of the 5th year of the Medicine Program of the Faculty of Medical Sciences (FCM) of the State University of Campinas (Unicamp), a structured questionnaire was developed, previously prepared by the coordination of the discipline and students of the Teaching Internship Program (PED), part of the graduate program of FCM-Unicamp, to be answered by the students at the end of the discipline. The questionnaire comprised questions referring to the level of satisfaction in relation to the discipline, workload, content, schedule, tests, supervision of activities, classes, and faculty. In relation to the level of satisfaction, the evaluation presented a scale of 1 to 10, with a score of 1 to 4 indicating a poor level of satisfaction, 5 to 8, average, and 9 or 10, excellent. As to the questions on the appropriate workload, repetitive or advanced content, completion of the program, consistent tests, and supervision of practical activities and shifts, the students could answer yes, no, or partially. Finally, the ratings on the theoretical lessons and the supervision of each faculty mem-
The assessment process considers indispensable the student/teacher interaction in the teaching-learning relationship. We emphasize that discipline evaluation when well conducted, reflect the impact of the educational process through the thinking and actions of students/teachers. Some characteristics linked to the teacher figure, especially those related to their didactics performance with students were widely considered.

We believe that student satisfaction can be related to how motivated the teacher is about teaching, and other studies have shown that students can be motivated by their teachers. These authors highlighted the importance of supporting teachers through faculty development programs (including the development of competencies), which support the sense of autonomy and help to build intrinsic motivation. In our opinion, the assessment tool used was a facilitator for the students to express themselves and identify the positive and negative areas in the discipline, as well as to provide an improvement in teacher performance after the feedback.
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